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make an impact for the future bla bla bla ..
“ We make a difference :: HERE and NOW ”

Joseph	Segal
Founder	&	CEO
The	Coast	Patrol	ORG



Our Mission
Protect	marine	life	in	the	maritime	of	Israel.

The	Coast	Patrol	is	a	registered	nonprofit
and	non-governmental	organization	(NGO)	
operating	in	the	maritime	territory	of	the	
State	of	Israel. founded	in	2020	and	aims	to	
operate	in	the	Israeli	maritime	to	preserve,	
help	and	assist	marine	conservation	and	
enforcement	organizations,	to	ensure	a	
healthy,	clean,	and	vibrant	marine	
environment.	

The	M/V	COLUMBIA
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Executive Team
Joseph	Segal

CO-Founder	&	 Executive	director

Dr.	Eddie	Garber
CO-Founder

Hadar Cohen	Shamir
Strategic	Consultant

Ofek Dror
GIS	Analyst

Doron Barash
Legal	Counsel

Michal	Nitzany
Resource	development	director

Amit	Liber
Underwater	photographer	&	Dive	Team	

supervisor

Ido Cohen	Haftel
Member	of	the	Association

/Diving	Team	Leader

Felix	Lotan
Diving	guide	counselor

Orly Plotkin
Consultant

Tali Catz
Strategic	Consultant

Crew
Dubi Raz

Team	Member

Galia Amado
Member	of	the	Association/Team	Member

Micky Albardy
Skipper	&	Operations	Team	Member/	

Member	of	the	Association

Lee	Yaccov
Deckhand	/Operations	Team	Leader

Netanel Navon
Team	Member

Sean	Furst
Member	of	the	Association/Paramedic

Iggy	Petrenko
Photographer	&	Storyteller

Yuval	Nachshon
Skipper	&	Team	Member

Ariel	Halimy
Skipper	&	Team	Member

Shiran Marciano
Deckhand Team	Member

Adam-Sun	swissa
Master	Craftsman

Naama	Dori
Diving	Team

Shon	Grin
Diving	Team

Etay Weiss
Diving	Team

Simon	Scott
Diving	Team

Hagay Ratner
Diving	Team

Maor Yaccov
Diving	Team

Amit	Zeevi
Diving	Team

Ronen	Meiri
Diving	Team

Omri Monis
Diving	Team

Dimitri	Dorf
Member	of	the	Association/Diving	Team

Diving Team

Copyright	©	2023 The	Coast	Patrol
The	Coast	Patrol	is	a	registered	nonprofit
and	non-governmental	organization	(NGO)	580700334
based	in	Israel

Visit	us	– www.thecoastpatrol.org
Say	hello	– info@thecoastpatrol.org
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Milestones

March	2020 February	2022 March	2022

The	Coast	Patrol	officially	
registered	as	an	association in	
the	state	of	Israel

Operational	vessel
was	purchased	–
The	M/V	Columbia	
became	fully	
operational	in	
March	2022

April		2022

Launching	Ghost	
Nets	campaign

Recognition	by	The	
Israel	Nature	and	
Parks	Authority

First	and	significant	
collaborations	with	
corporations	in	Israel

June	2022

Approval	of	
recognition	as	a	public	
institution	regarding	
donations	under	
section	46	of	the	
Income	Tax	Ordinance

May2022
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Volunteering

TCP operates on the purity of volunteering with the help of enthusiastic,
talented, and highly skilled professionals. Over the past two years of
operation, we have assembled a team of 25 dedicated volunteers with a
wide range of expertise and experience in maritime operations, including
professional divers with specialized qualifications, experienced skippers and
navigators, marine biologists, medics and diving doctors, and specialists in
information gathering and drone operation. Our team also includes award-
winning underwater photographers and a legal advisor in the field of
environmental conservation, as well as marketing and resource development
professionals.

The Core
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Ghost	Nets	operation	Mediterranean	Sea /	The	Coast	Patrol

This team constantly grows as we attract new
volunteers with diverse skills and
backgrounds. The work of TCP can be
demanding and requires a high level of
professionalism, dedication, and personal
responsibility. We are always looking for
enthusiastic volunteers who are motivated by
a sense of purpose and committed to making
a positive impact on the marine
environment.



Diving Team
Masters
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Diving	team	training /	Amit	Liber

The mission of TCP's volunteer diving team is to survey, document and
remove marine debris & fishing nets that have been lost in the ocean and to
save as many marine animals as possible.

The team is composed of highly skilled and experienced scuba divers, who
are dedicated to taking direct action to remove marine debris, particularly
lost fishing nets. This is a demanding and dangerous task that requires
precision and expertise, and the team follows strict standards and
procedures to ensure maximum safety while carrying out this work.

calculated approach to their work, which included training, case studies, and
strict protocols based on professional standards and codes of practice. The
survey dive typically involves 4 divers, while the actual removal dive may
involve up to 8 operational divers and 6 staff members assisting them above
water.

Our team takes great care to plan and
prepare for every net removal dive, in
order to minimize risk and maximize
success. This includes conducting a survey
dive to assess the amount of debris and
nets to be removed, determining the
necessary gear and equipment, reviewing
safety protocols with the entire team, and
thoroughly checking all equipment in
advance. In 2022, the team underwent a
significant transformation, and began
implementing a more informed and



M/V COLUMBIA rib
Patrol Vessel

In early 2022, after a two-years of hard work and dedication, the Coast Patrol
was able to secure the funds needed to purchase our first patrol vessel,
named Columbia. It will be used for missions and campaigns in Israel's
maritime and was made possible due to the significant contribution and
support received to TCP.
Acquiring the Columbia was a significant milestone in TCP's growth and in our
ability to operate freely in the maritime, enabling TCP to carry out many and
various operations.

The M/V Columbia was put into full service in March 2022 and will be used
for various tasks such as maritime patrols, monitoring, surveillance, crew
transportation, and documentation.

278 hours of 
patrol from the 
beginning of 2022
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M/V	Columbia	rib	/	Yuval	Nachshon

Name:	Columbia	Rib

Model:	2021	ZODIAC	open

Length:		17’9”	ft

Power:		Mercury® 115hp

Crew:	8+1



Ghost nets are discarded fishing nets that remain in the ocean, either by
accident or design. These nets, which can be carried away by currents and
tides, become serious ecological hazards over time, affecting the habitats
of a wide range of marine animals including fish, sea turtles, dolphins, and
birds, damaging corals, and polluting the ocean with particles that break
off from the nets. Removing these abandoned fishing nets and other
marine hazards will help to significantly reduce the damage to marine
ecosystems and biological systems. However, the government of Israel
currently lacks the resources to actively protect sea life and enforce
regulations that would prevent further damage to these ecosystems and
systems.

Currently, many sea conservation
organizations in Israel primarily focus on
changing policies, raising public
awareness, conducting research, or
preserving beaches. The Israeli Nature
and Parks Authority has a team of divers
who occasionally remove hazardous
debris from the sea, but they are not
able to cover all areas and mostly
operate in a few key regions.

Ghost Nets
The silent killer

TCP is unique in that it proactively gathers intelligence on potential regions
with hazardous debris and initiates survey dives to locate and remove
these debris. We are the only organization in Israel that has taken on the
task of actively removing hazards and abandoned fishing nets, rescuing
marine animals, publishing case studies and successes and significantly
increasing public involvement in conservation efforts. TCP operates in
areas that are often overlooked and we are sometimes even called upon
by municipalities and other organizations to help remove debris and clean
up nets and other debris.
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Ghost	Nets	operation	Red	Sea	/	The	Coast	Patrol



Ghost Nets OPERATION

Removal of Ghost Nets from Israel's coasts 
ZOOM - IN

The Coast Patrol systematically and regularly monitors hazards by using
reports from divers and volunteers, and creates a database of areas that
need to be treated. New marine hazards are constantly being created, so
the removal process is expected to last for years. Additionally, TCP
operates in areas that are often overlooked for ghost nets. The campaigns
to remove these hazards are complex and involve the following steps:

12 nets and hazards 
removal operations 
were successfully 
carried out 

5 tons - the 
estimated 
cumulative weight of 
all the removed nets. 

3 marine habitats 
were completely 
cleared of critical 
threats 

- Extensive preparation is required for the
removal campaigns, including conducting
preliminary survey dives, mapping,
underwater monitoring and gathering
information on site to develop a focused
work plan.

- The hazards are removed by TCP's
professional volunteers, who are assisted
by specialized equipment for collecting
and cutting the hazards, buoyancy
equipment to bring them to the surface,
and methods for removing them from the
sea.

- The volunteers work in coordination
with multiple systems, and collaborate
with organizations and service providers
to transfer the removed waste to
recycling centers. TCP also works with
environmental organizations and local
authorities.
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Ghost	Nets	operation	Mediterranean	Sea	/	Iggy	Petrenko



Ghost Nets OPERATION
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Documentation /highlights Gallery
ZOOM - IN

Photo	Credits	|	Amit	Liber,	Iggy	REC	Petrenko,	Yuval	Nachshon
©	2023	TCP.	All	rights	reserved	by	The	Coast	Patrol	ORG



Education
Pirates and Mermaids
Educational Program Highlight: TCP aims to inspire the community to
conserve the marine ecosystem through educational programs that foster
excitement and knowledge about Israel's marine environment.

In early 2022, TCP launched an educational pilot program with a focus on
the younger generation. The program combines sailing, adventure, and a
connection to the maritime area and sea, based on the belief that fostering
a sense of wonder and connection to the natural world in young people is
crucial for them to be more aware of their impact, make better choices,
and become more informed advocates for the marine environment,
regardless of where they live.

In 2023, TCP hopes to expand and integrate the program into both formal
and informal educational centers, as well as working with young people
who have autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and other disabilities, and
special needs.
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Educational	pilot	program	/	Iggy	Petrenko



Marine Animals
Sea turtles

5 Endangered sea 
turtles received first 
aid and transportation 
to the rescue center
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Marine	life	conservation	/	The	Coast	Patrol

Sea turtles are marine reptiles developed about 200 million years ago from
land turtles. Like land turtles, they breathe air even though they live in the sea.
They don’t have gills like fish but breathe through their lungs like humans. To
breathe, sea turtles rise to the surface, lift their head out of the water and
breathe through their mouth. However, sea turtles breathe less frequently
than humans, allowing them to remain underwater for longer periods. There
are currently seven sea turtle species worldwide, all of which are classified as
endangered. Sea turtles, like humans, breathe air through their lungs. They
are at risk of hazards and dangers from the moment they hatch, such as
getting entangled in floating marine debris such as fishing nets, ropes, plastic
bags, and oil spills that can coat their bodies and enter their respiratory and

digestive systems. They may also get caught
in fishing nets or fishhooks, or be struck by
boat propellers or machinery used for
infrastructure work at sea. Climate change
has led to more extreme water and air
temperatures and stronger winter storms in
recent years, which have further impacted
sea turtles resulting in more of them being
washed up on the shore.

In 2022, the Coast Patrol team encountered numerous dead sea turtles caught in
fishing nets and some that were too weak to swim due to injuries from marine
vessels or severe weather conditions. In such cases, the team would lift the turtle
onto the boat, assess its condition, cover it with wet towels, and contact the
National Sea Turtle Rescue Center for help. This not only saves the lives of the
individual turtles but also helps to protect the continuation of the species. The
Coast Patrol organization is committed to changing the current situation and
minimizing the damage caused to the marine environment by human activities by
removing underwater hazards, rescuing marine animals in distress, and educating
local fisherman and the younger generation on how to responsibly enjoy the
ocean without harming it.



Press and media
The	official	source	for	The	Coast	Patrol	organization
images,	videos,	news,	releases,	updates	&	media	

Facebook |     Instagram |    WWW
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Press/	Iggy	Petrenko



Corporate contributions ILS 471,000 60%

Individual donations      ILS 290,000 34%

Grants       ILS  30,000 6%

2022 Operating Support and Revenues

Operating Revenue Growth

2021 ILS 39,828

2022 ILS 791,000
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2022 Total Expenses

Operations 75%

procurement 13%

Trainings 7%

Maintenance  4%

Digital 1%

75%13%

7%

4%
1%

Statement of Activities

for	any	question	please	reach	us	at	
thecoastpatrol.org

In 2022, The Coast Patrol continued 
to develop, initiate and take direct 
action for our marine environment & 
nature. All of our work is enabled by 
your support—at every level, every 
day.
The	contributions	reported	here	mirror	TCP’s	
audited	financial	statements.
despite	the	ongoing	COVID-19	pandemic,	TCP	
adapted	quickly	to	deliver	against	our	
conservation	goals	and	driving	solutions	to	
address	pervasive	threats	to	the	natural	
resources	that	sustain	us	all.
In	2022	TCP	raised	ILS	791,000	thousands	shekels	
from	private	and	public	donors	in,	a	2000%
increase	over	2021.
This	growth	represents	giving	at	every	level,	and	
we	are	incredibly	grateful.

Current year operating support and expenses 

Revenues																																																					2021	Total	

Contributions	and	pledges																							ILS	471,000	

Individual	donations																																		ILS	290,000	

Grants	 ILS	30,000	

TOTAL	REVENUES																																	 ILS		791,000	
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Expenses
Programs	expenses	

Conservation	field																																 ILS	338,000																	

Gear																																																									 ILS	88,000	

Vessel																																																						 ILS	180,000	

Total	programs	expenses	 ILS		606,000	

Supporting	services	expenses

Administration																													 ILS	3,000	

Professional	counseling	&	digital														ILS	12,000																													

Trainings																																							 ILS	45,000														

Maintenance																																							 ILS	25,000	

TOTAL	EXPENSES																																							ILS	691,000	



Ways to Give
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There	are	many	ways	to	support	The	Coast	Patrol	and	protect	
marine	life.	To	learn	more	or	to	make	a	donation,	please	contact	
us	at	info@thecoastpatrol.org	or	thecoastpatrol.org.	

Donate	online
thecoastpatrol.org/support-us

Become	a	monthly	supporter
bit.ly/jgive_patrol

Become	a	partner	in	conservation
info@thecoastpatrol.org

Honor	a	loved	one	with	a	tribute	gift
donate@thecoastpatrol.org

Direct	deposit
The	Coast	Patrol	R.A	|	 580700334) ר.ע( החוף סיירת  
Bank	:	Lehumi	827
Number	:	22410086
donate@thecoastpatrol.org

Join	the	crew
thecoastpatrol.org/get-involved

Make	a	gift	of	a	vessel	or	car
please	contact	us	at	joseph@thecoastpatrol.org

99%
of	The	Coast	Patrol	ORG	
spending	is	directed	to	marine		
conservation	in	Israel

Special Thanks | Israel Nature And Parks Authority, Sparta Security Solutions LTD, Ministry of
Environmental Protection, Marine Environment Protection Division, SPNI, Israel Police Marine, Israeli Navy,
National Geographic Israel, Google, Zodiac, Intel, KEEPER, ZIM shipping, Philip Morris International,
Chevron Mediterranean Limited, BAR Marine service, Palamida diving center, BigAnimals Global
Expeditions,  Sheli Foundation, Abraham Eilat, DecoStop Israel, Yamit  LTD, Ms.Evelyn Anca, Mr.Amos
Nachoum, Mr.Felix Lotan, Mr.Elad Ben-Itzhak, Ms.Aviya Roitman, Mr.David Pilosof, ADV Zeeve Angel.

Photo	Credits	|	Amit	Liber,	Iggy	REC	Petrenko,	Yuval	Nachshon
©	2023	TCP.	All	rights	reserved	by	The	Coast	Patrol	ORG.

Copyright	©	2023 The	Coast	Patrol
The	Coast	Patrol	is	a	registered	nonprofit
and	non-governmental	organization	(NGO)	580700334
based	in	Israel
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 All	the	visuals	in	this	document	were	photographed
by	The	Coast	Patrol	organization	in	the	maritime	of	Israel.
Writing	by	:	Michal	Nitzany,	Naama	Dori



Coming Next
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